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24 October 2020 

Second founding meeting of the Ministerial RE Sector Engagement Forum (RESEF) 

Report back and recommendations 

Prepared by Chris Yelland, EE Business Intelligence 

1.  Introduction 

In early July 2020, Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy Hon. Gwede Mantashe instructed Chris 

Yelland of EE Business Intelligence to facilitate the founding meeting for a Ministerial Renewable Energy 

(RE) Sector Engagement Forum on Thursday 16 July 2020.  

See the details and report back on the first founding meeting of RESEF here. 

At the first founding meeting of RESEF, the Minister said that the engagement had “exceeded his 
expectations” and that he was “happy with the representivity” at the meeting. The Minister subsequently 
indicated in writing: “It was a good Forum. It must be repeated”. The DG also subsequently advised in 
writing that: “I will advise DDG Mbele to liaise with you”.  
 
In further correspondence with DDG Jacob Mbele, he indicated that the DMRE was supportive of the role of 
Chris Yelland as facilitator, and that Chris Yelland should proceed to engage among RE Sector stakeholders 
and facilitate the appointment of the seats on RESEF to represent the RE Sector.  
 
“In summary, you tell me when ready, and I can check the Minister’s availability [for further engagements 
with the RE Sector] and revert”, he wrote. 
  
On this basis, Chris Yelland proceeded to engage with the various identified RE Sector stakeholder clusters 

making up the envisaged structure of RESEF, through a call for nominations for the various seats and 

alternates allocated for RESEF. 

Once completed, a second founding meeting of RESEF was scheduled for Tuesday 20 October 2020 from 

09h00 to 12h00. 

2.  Outcomes sought 

The outcomes sought from the second founding meeting of RESEF were very limited as follows: 

• To ratify the proposed structure of RESEF and the nominated seats and alternates on RESEF received 
from the various stakeholder clusters to be represented on RESEF. 

• To ratify or elect five RE Sector persons nominated to serve on the RESEF Working Group.  

• To present the names of the ratified seats on RESEF and the RESEF Working Group to the Minister after 
second founding meeting of RESEF. 
 

See the Agenda, Programme and Notes for the second founding meeting of RESEF here. 
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https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Report-back-1st-founding-meeting-of-RESEF.pdf
https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Programme-agenda-and-notes-for-2nd-meeting.pdf
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3.  Invitations  

Care was taken to ensure that a broad cross-section of relevant RE Sector stakeholders were invited to 

attend the second founding meeting of RESEF. It was intended to have about 150 persons attend a virtual 

meeting conducted. Stakeholders invited included: 

Government: DMRE, NT, DPE, DTIC, DEFF 

Government agencies: NERSA, CEF, SANEDI, IPP Office 

National electricity utility: Eskom 

Municipal electricity: SALGA, AMEU 

Organised business: BBC, BLSA, BUSA 

Organised labour: COSATU 

Energy intensive industry: MCSA, EIUG  

RE sector industry associations: SAREC, SAWEA, SAPVIA, STASA, SESSA, SAESA, AREP, SAIPPA, SANEA 

Manufacturers: SEIFSA, EEAIA, EMASA 

Commercial banks: BASA 

National development finance associations: DBSA, IDC 

International development finance associations: WB, AFD, AfDB, CDB, EIB, KfW, NDB, UKHC 

Professional associations: BEPA, SAIEE 

RE technology providers, original equipment manufacturers and installers 

RE developers and IPPs 

Industrialists 

Academia and researchers 

Specialist RE consultants and economists  

Observers from international diplomatic missions and agencies 

Following the announcement of the second founding meeting of RESEF, DMRE DG Adv. Thabo Mokoena 
responded: “The DMRE is really excited with your concerted effort in responding to the Minister’s call for 
the establishment of stakeholder-based Ministerial RE Sector Engagement Forum. This will enable the 
Sector to speak in ‘one voice’.” 
 
4. Attendance 

220 persons registered to attend the second founding meeting of RESEF on Tuesday 20 October 2020.  

Please see the registration report here. 

5. Programme and agenda 

A programme and agenda was prepared for the second founding meeting of RESEF on 20 October 2020. 

Please see the Programme, Agenda and Notes here. 

6. Proceedings 

Please see a video recording here of the full proceedings of the second founding meeting of RESEF on 

Tuesday 20 October 2020. 

7. Polls taken 

After extensive discussion by attendees on the day, three polls were taken at the second founding meeting 

of RESEF to obtain the views of attendees on the way forward as follows: 

• To approve and ratify the proposed stakeholder composition of RESEF and nominations received from 

the RE Sector stakeholder clusters for the seats and alternate seats on RESEF listed in the Programme, 

Agenda and Notes for the second founding meeting of RESEF.  

 

https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Registration-report-2nd-founding-RESEF-meeting.pdf
https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Programme-agenda-and-notes-for-2nd-meeting.pdf
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/btMier87ZEIrLK3y1B_7P9VWRb6ufVl6arCJrZKxOShTHQT-EMrJ5WVHlkaW3GiIOFV_sxpoGXEMBELj.PYBYLy9bdMcFEErn?continueMode=true
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• To establish the views of stakeholders and attendees in respect of dual representation of a person 

nominated to serve on both RESEF and the RESEF Working Group, and whether a single stakeholder 

cluster should be able to nominate more than one person to the RESEF Working Group. 

 

• To establish the views of stakeholders and attendees on whether persons serving on the RESEF 

Working Group should be appointed through voting by attendees on nominations received from RE 

Sector stakeholders, or whether RESEF Working Group members should be appointed by the 

stakeholder representatives serving on RESEF itself.  

8. Outcomes of the second founding meeting of RESEF 

In summary, the outcomes of the second founding meeting of RESEF were as follows: 

• The attendees of the second founding meeting of RESEF on Tuesday 20 October 2020 overwhelmingly 

(more than 90%) approved and ratified the composition and nominations received from the RE Sector 

stakeholders for the seats and alternate seats listed in the Programme, Agenda, and Notes for the 

second founding meeting of RESEF, with one amendment, namely that one of the “ad hoc” seats  of 

RESEF be allocated to a legitimate representative of relevant Community Based Organisations in South 

Africa (still to be identified by RESEF itself). 

Please see the names and contact details of the RESEF appointments here. 

 

• There was general consensus that dual representation by persons serving on both RESEF and the RESEF 

Working Group was not desirable, and that a single RE stakeholder cluster should not nominate more 

than one representative to the RESEF Working Group. 

 

• The attendees of the second founding meeting of RESEF on Tuesday 20 October 2020 resolved (more 

than 60%) that they would not elect the five seats on the proposed RESEF Working Group, but would 

leave the appointment of the RESEF Working Group members to RESEF itself, and that the list of 

nominations received to date (as per the Programme, Agenda and Notes) should be forwarded to 

RESEF for its further consideration and work. 

 

• Chris Yelland undertook to prepare a full report (herewith) on the second founding meeting of RESEF 

on Tuesday 20 October 2020 for submission to Minister Gwede Mantashe, DG Adv. Thabo Mokoena 

and DDG Jacob Mbele, to those who registered to attend the first and second founding meetings of 

RESEF, and to those appointed to serve on RESEF, and their alternates.  

9. Further substantive work suggested for RESEF and the RESEF Working Group 

From the issues identified in feedback questionnaires after the first founding meeting of RESEF on 16 July 

2020, without intending to be prescriptive, some suggested focus areas received from RE Sector 

stakeholders for RESEF to address going forward include: 

• Investment and job creation 

• Localisation and manufacturing  

• Black economic empowerment 

• Skills, reskilling and human resource development 

• Reliability and security of electricity supply 

• Ensuring a just transition towards a greener economy 

• Re-industrialisation and REDZ 

• Municipal generation 

• Municipal infrastructure backlog 

• Self-generation regulations to unlock self-generation by customers 

• Establishing an Independent transmission system and market operator (ITSMO) 

https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/RESEF-appointments.pdf
https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Programme-agenda-and-notes-for-2nd-meeting.pdf
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• Creating a diverse and competitive generation sector 

• Ensuring universal access to electricity 

• The role of energy storage in the transmission and distribution grids 

• Regulatory and tariff reform 

• The role of micro-grids  

• Electricity price affordability and minimising the electricity price trajectory 

• The financial constraints of government, Eskom and municipalities 

• The challenge of a single=buyer model with an insolvent off-taker 

• Issues arising around government guarantees 

• Alignment with the South African Renewable Energy Masterplan (SAREM) 

• Green finance linked to accelerated decarbonisation 
 

10. Further administrative work required for RESEF 

RESEF is an initiative of DMRE Minister Gwede Mantashe to establish a legitimate, stakeholder-based, 

representative forum for ongoing engagements and communication with the Minister and his DMRE 

officials on matters involving the RE Sector in the national interest.  

With the support of the DMRE and the RE Sector, Chris Yelland was tasked to facilitate a legitimate process 

to present the names of the RE Sector stakeholder representatives to serve on RESEF to the DMRE.  

The outcome of this task are the names presented herewith from the side of the RE Sector to Minister 

Mantashe, Adv. Thabo Mokoena and DDG Jacob Mbele.  

This task will be completed by the presentation of this report on the second founding meeting of RESEF, 

containing the names and contact details of the RE Sector stakeholder representatives to serve on RESEF in 

its ongoing engagements with the Minister and his DMRE officials.  

However, there is still significant work ahead that has to be done in order to ensure that RESEF is 

established, bedded down, becomes functional and operates as intended, some of which is listed as 

follows: 

• Convene a virtual meeting of the RESEF appointees to elect an interim chairperson and deputy 
chairperson to take the lead executive roles in driving the RESEF process forward. 

• Address the need for funding of the ongoing work of RESEF. Up to now, funding of the work of the 
facilitator in arranging the first and second founding meetings of RESEF has come from four RE Sector 
industry associations, the European Union Delegation to South Africa and the British High Commission. 
There are several options and opportunities for ongoing funding of the work of RESEF.  

• If required, appoint an interim independent facilitator to maintain continuity, at least in the short-term 
over, say, the next 3 to 6 months, to work with the interim chairperson and deputy chairperson in 
driving the RESEF process forward. 

• Continue to interact with DMRE to ensure the government representatives on RESEF are duly 
appointed and formalised. 

• Appoint a legitimate representative for relevant Community Based Organisations in South Africa to 
serve on RESEF, as well as any “ad hoc” representatives that may be required to fill three seats on 
RESEF allocated for this purpose. 

• Elect and appoint a RESEF Working Group comprising, say, five RE Sector specialists that report to 
RESEF and can be allocated specific work tasks on behalf of RESEF for completion and report back to 
RESEF.  

• Establish a secretariate for the administration of the work of RESEF, such as arranging or meetings, 
maintaining minutes, handling founding formalities, opening a bank account, communicating with 
RESEF members, RE stakeholder management, etc., on an ongoing basis. 

• Prepare a “constitution” and rules of engagement for the ongoing work of RESEF, for example a 
document that governs appointments and changes of appointments to RESEF, the RESEF Working 
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Group, the frequency and types of meetings, the conduct of RESEF and RESEF Working Group 
members, etc. 

• Prepare an agenda and working papers for the first and subsequent ongoing meetings of RESEF in its 
engagements with the Minister and his RESEF officials. 

• Alignment of the work of RESEF with that of the South African Renewable Energy Masterplan (SAREM) 
(see attached for details on current efforts between RESEF and SAREM in this regard). 

• Other work still to be identified by RESEF. 
 

11. Status of Chris Yelland as independent facilitator, and his availability for tasks ahead 

As indicated above, the task allocated to Chris Yelland as independent facilitator will be completed by the 

presentation of this report on second founding meeting of RESEF, containing the names from the side of 

the RE Sector to serve on RESEF in its ongoing engagements with the Minister and his DMRE officials.  

I would like to clarify that I do not have any ambitions or intention to play the lead role within RESEF, or in 

the ongoing administration of RESEF. I believe that, if anything, my role needs to be limited to that of an 

independent consultant, strategic advisor and/or facilitator, and then only to the extent that such role is 

positively supported by the Minister and his DMRE officials on the one hand, and by the RE Sector and 

members of RESEF on the other, and that such role is adequately funded. 

Going forward, I have every wish that the DMRE and the RE Sector themselves should take ownership of 

the RESEF and the RESEF Working Group, and if I am required to play any further interim role going 

forward, it should be on this basis.  

However, I do believe there is indeed a need for an interim independent facilitator to maintain continuity, 

at least in the short-term over, say, the next 3 to 6 months, to work with the interim chairperson and 

deputy chairperson of RESEF in driving the RESEF process forward, and if required I am available for this 

task.  

There are significant funding opportunities available that I can assist in securing, and SANEDI (an agency of 

DMRE) has approached me to offer its professional secretariate services for RESEF, which I recommend 

should be explored further. 

As indicated above, if required and positively supported by DMRE, the RE Sector and RESEF, I am available 

for this task, and hold myself ready to engage on this further, if so required. 

12. Recommendations to DMRE and to the appointed RE Sector members of RESEF 

The following recommendations are respectfully made to the DMRE and the appointed RE Sector members 

of RESEF: 

• That the outcomes of the second founding meeting of RESEF detailed in Section 8 above are noted. 

• That the further substantive work suggested for RESEF and the RESEF Working Group in Section 9 
above are noted. 

• That the further administrative work suggested for RESEF in Section 10 above are noted. 

• That the status of Chris Yelland as independent facilitator detailed in Section 11 above are noted, and 
that he be advised whether his further interim facilitation services are required or not. 

 
Prepared by: 

 
Chris Yelland CEng Date: 26 October 2020 

https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/SAREM-RESEF-letter-to-DDG-Mbele.pdf
https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/RESEF-appointments.pdf
https://www.ee.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/RESEF-appointments.pdf

